In this paper we consider the class D of functions/(z)=~, a,~z" analytic in the unit circle, with [ (0)= 0, and having finite Dirichlet integral:
for certain other Hilbert spaces of analytic functions, where the norm is given by weighting the Taylor coefficients.
We wish to ackn6wledge helpful correspondence with Professor CARLESOI~ ; in particular, Lemma 4 and Theorem 3 were known to him. We benefited also from discussion with D. J, NEWMAN.
I. Hilbert space bdckground. We shall need some elementary facts about Hilbert space. Much of this material is presented "n the first chapter of ACHIEZER [1] .
Let H be a Hilbert space, let x o, xl, x~,.., be a lineariy independent set of elements of H, and let c0,~ 1, c2 .... be comple x numbers such that there exists an element, y E H satisfying (.) (y, x.)=c.
(n>o).
t. The element y, of minimal norm satisfying (y., xi)=q if=o, t, 2 ..... n)
is a linear combination of xo, xl, ..., x,,.
If y is the element of minimal norm satisfying (.), then y,,--)
.y i~ norm. 3. Let co=l, ci=O if>t), let d, be the distance from x o to the subspace spanr/ed by x~,..., x,, and let d be the distance from x o to the subspace spanned by x~, x 2 ..... Then 
. ).
This is equivalent to saying that the function z is at a positive distance d from the subspace spanned by K 1, K 2 .... :
The square of the distance from z to the subspace spanned by/s ..., Kn is given by the quotient of two Gram determinants (see Section 1.4):
Multiply the first row in the numerator by 2~ and subtract it from the i-th row. When this has been done for each i the numerator becomes: (6) Multiplying by a, and summing on n we see that A is semi-definite, which completes the proof of the lemma.
We are now in a position to use the following result of OPPEI~HEIM [10] 9 (see also SCOUR [121). Applied. to (6) this yields f/( )
Thus we have proven the foUowing theorem. (Strictly speaking our proof was only for the case when the {Z~} are all distinct and different from zero. In view of (9), however, the case of repeated z,, can be treated by a passage to the limit. Finally, if some of the z, are zero we first find an / vanishing at the remaining points and then multiply it by a power of z.)
THEOREM t. !/{z. i is a sequence o/points in the unit
Actually a slightly stronger result is true. Under the conditions of the theorem there isan !CD havingthese zeros and no others in the unit circle.
This follows from the fact (see LOKKI [9] , p. 27) that if/~ D then 0o) /(=) > II/11.
--it
Thus the function of minimal norm vanishing at the points {z~}, with/'(0) = 1, has no other zeros.
(Inequality (40) is obvious when a=O, using the expression for the norm in terms of the Taylor coefficients. The general case follow~ by a conformal transformation, since the norm is invariant under the substitution 
.. K,)
(see (5)) are in D and have the/ollowing properties: Properties (i) and (ii) are obvious, (iii) follows from Sections I.t and 1.3, and (iv) follows from 1.2.
In the case of the Hilbert space H~ the partial products of the Blaschke product are the solutions to a similar extremal problem: among all functions of norm one vanishing at Zl, ...., z,,, find the function that maximizes ]/(0)1.
In the converse direction to Theorem t we have the following result.
THEOREM 3. Let h(t) be any continuous /unction with h (0) = O, h (t) > 0 (t> 0). Then there exists a set o/uniqueness {z,} Satisfying the covdition
The proof of this result is based on the following two lemmas. PROOF OF THEOREM 3" We shall construct two sequences {rk} and {nk} where nk---~ are positive integers, and 0< rk< 1, rk-+t..On the circle of radius r k we take n~ points equaliy spaced. The union of these finite point sets will be the required set of uniqueness {zk}.
Let t-r~= ~k and let ~k = exp (--nkq~ (k)), where ~0 (k) and n k are to be determined so as to satisfy the following three conditions:
This Will be sufficient to prove the theorem, since (i) and (ii) together with Lemmas 4 and 5 guarantee that {%} will be a set of uniqueness, while condition (iii) is equivalent to (tt).
Let g(y)=h(e-Y)
..Then g-+0 as y-->oo, iLet Yl<Y2<"" be integers such that Yk-->--k and g (y)=< ( 89 (y => Yk). Let n k = k Yk and let 9 (k)= Ilk. Then n~d~=<y~exp(" Yk)-+0 and so (ii) is satisfied: Also ).2 h (a~)l~ (k) = X g (n~ ~ (k))/~ (k) =< E k12 ~ < oo, and so (iii) is satisfied. This completes the proof of the theorem.
III.
Generalizations. In this section we define a class of Hilbert spaces D~, depending on a function 9. Theorem t extends to these spaces. Strictly speaking the space D is not of the type studied here because of the normali- 
II(OI I(I,K~)I <lllllrv(lr for all I E D,. LEMMA 6. I/ (t2) holds and il q~(z) is analytic/or [z[ < t then t =co>=cl>= c2>=.., with equality /or one index implying equality /or all larger indices. Thus ~ (r) < t/(1--r).

PROOF. Let the index n be fixed. Then
This follows by induction. Indeed, if (14) holds for a particular value of k and if we multiply both sides by c~+ k and apply (12) As an example, consider the functions 
' (0<~<]).
9~(z)-(,_~z)~_~ =
The analogue of Theorem 3 holds for the spaces D~ with a similar proof. We do not know if such a theorem is true for all the spaces D, (the trouble comes in extending Lemma 4). 
Indeed, let z be a point on d r and let t = t (z) be the arc length along d r from the point z to the point r. It is a simple fact that the ratio t*/(t --tz]) remains bounded independent of r (0<r~{). Hence if we regard / as a function of t defined on d r we have log[/(t)l=O(t-2~), from which (t8) follows.
Thus / is a function of bounded characteristic see (PRIvALOFF Ill], Chapter 2) relative to the disc C, and the result follows from this. This is far from being the best possible result. For example, in (t7) one can take ~< t (the proof is similar, but the disc C must be replaced by a region making a lower order of contact with the unit circle). D.J. NEWMAN has conjectured that the conclusion of Theorem 4 is still valid when (t7) is replaced by PnooF. We shall construct a power series with positive coefficients, and a sequence rk ~l such that (i) n k>-c l log t ,
Let e>0 be given. Then there is a /unction /(z)=~.a,z"
Using Rouch6's theorem it follows from (i) and (ii) that (19) holds. 
1--r k
Let nk=g(k)4g(k! and ak=2 'g(*).
Then (i) is satisfied, and (iii) will also hold provided that
To satisfy (if)it will be sufficient to have: a,,~>= Eat + Yaj'~'. QED.
V. By setting up isometrics between the Hilbert spaces studied in this paper and some other ones, it is possible to relate the study of sets of uniqueness to other closure problems. We give some examples of this wocedure. 
